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Non-equilibrium self-organized patterns formed by particles interacting through competing range
interaction are driven over a substrate by an external force. We show that, with increasing driving
force, the pre-existed static patterns evolve into dynamic patterns either via disordered phase or
depinned patterns, or via the formation of non-equilibrium stripes. Strikingly, the stripes are formed
either in the direction of the driving force or in the transverse direction, depending on the pinning
strength. The revealed dynamical patterns are summarized in a dynamical phase diagram.
PACS numbers: 89.75.Kd,82.70.Dd,74.25.Uv
I. INTRODUCTION
Most of the studies on self-assembly focused on
equilibrium systems which form highly ordered arrays
(crystals). Equilibrium systems with a competing
repulsive and attractive interaction1–6 demonstrate a
variety of morphologies with an inhomogeneous
distribution of particles, including stripes, clusters,
bubbles, etc. However, most important are dynamic
self-assembling systems, i.e., out-of-equilibrium systems
that form their characteristic order when dissipating
energy7,8. Understanding and controlling such systems
is required in order to maximize the value of
self-assembly as a strategy for synthesis and fabrication
and, e.g., for the understanding of the role of
self-assembly in biology.
Interacting systems driven on a substracte include,
e.g., colloids9–12, charge density waves13,14, Wigner
crystals15, and vortex matter in superconductors16–27.
Thus, in a two-dimensional (2D) colloidal crystal driven
across ordered substrates, kinks and antikinks were
experimentally observed12. For vortex matter driven on
a random substrate, various dynamical regimes: pinned,
plastic, and elastic flow were revealed in
experiments16–20 and in theory21–27. Using a periodic
substrate, instead of random, results in rich dynamics
including negative differential resistivity of either
N-type28 or N- and S-type29,30. Furthermore, driven
vortex matter on quasiperiodic substrates31–35 revealed
electron-like or hole-like “vortex conductivity”36. In the
above examples, the interaction between the
fundamental units (i.e., colloids or vortices) was purely
repulsive with a single length scale.
In case of competing interaction characterizied by two
(or more) length scales, systems self-organize forming
equilibrium, or at least metastable, patterns. The main
question is, how the pre-existed static patterns will
evolve being driven on a random or regular substrate?
And, will they evolve in some other,
dynamically-induced, non-equilibrium patterns which
do not exist in equilibrium? These are still open
important questions for the general case of competing
interaction and for an arbitrary potential-energy profile
of the substrate. Only a few studies have been
performed for some special cases. For example, the
dynamical reordering in the plastic regime2,3,37,38 was
examined in a system with competing short and
long-range interactions2,3.
In the previous studies, the interaction at long
distance was repulsive, since an attractive interaction
leads to phase separation. However, as shown recently6,
a competing interaction with a repulsive core and a fast
decaying attractive tail can induce long-living
metastable states. This model6 is applicable to a
number of diverse physical systems with fast decaying
interaction, e.g., atoms and molecules (Lennard-Jones),
colloids and ferrofluids. Also, it can model inter-vortex
interaction in low-κ 37,39,40 and multi-band
superconductors such as MgB2, where inhomogeneous
vortex patterns, e.g., gossamers and stripes, were
recently revealed experimentally41,42. Those unusual
patterns result from a non-monotonic inter-vortex
interaction as argued in 43–49. Furthermore, recent
scanning Hall probe microscopy measurements50
revealed stripe vortex patterns in MgB2 which were not
due to inhomogeneous pinning but rather suggestive of
another source of ordering, e.g., an external driving bias
that might orient the stripes. Therefore, studying the
dynamics of systems with competing range interaction
is both of fundamental interest and useful for the
understanding of unusual experimental patterns.
II. MODEL
We study the dynamics of particles with a
non-monotonic interaction moving in 2D, by
numerically integrating the Langevin equations using
molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations. The
overdamped equation of motion is2,3,6,51,52:
ηvi = Fi =
∑
j 6=i
Fij + F
p
i + F
T
i + fd. (1)
We follow the model introduced in6,52 and used in53,
where the inter-particle interaction Fij has a repulsive
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2core and an attractive tail,
Fij = F0
(
K1(rc/λ)
K1(brc/λ)
K1(brij/λ)−K1(rij/λ)
)
rˆij , (2)
where K1 is the first-order modified Bessel function and
F0 (λ) is the unit of force (length). F
p
i is the interaction
of the particles with pinning sites:
Fpi =
Np∑
k
(fp/rp)
∣∣∣ri − r(p)k ∣∣∣Θ(rp − ∣∣∣ri − r(p)k ∣∣∣/λ) rˆ(p)ik .
(3)
Here Np is the number of pinning sites, fp is the
maximum pinning force, rp is the pinning range Θ is
the Heaviside step function, and
rˆ
(p)
ik = (ri − r(p)k )/
∣∣∣ri − r(p)k ∣∣∣. FTi is the thermal
stochastic force, which obeys the following conditions:
〈FTi (t)〉 = 0 (4)
and
〈FTi (t)FTj (t′)〉 = 2ηkBTδijδ(t− t′). (5)
The last term fd in Eq. (1) is the applied driving force.
We consider a 2D square simulation box Lx ×Ly (where
Lx = Ly = L = 120) in the xy-plane and apply periodic
boundary conditions54. For the interaction force given
by Eq. (2), which decays exponentially for large r, we
use a cut-off55 r = 8. Thus, the interaction in our model
is finite-range. The initial states are obtained by
performing simulated annealing simulations of
interacting particles without driving. Then, the driving
force is turned on at zero temperature56.
III. DYNAMICAL REGIMES
The dynamics of the system is determined by three
main factors: the inter-particle, particle-pinning
interactions, and the applied driving. To characterize
the dynamical regimes, we calculate the average
velocity < v > versus fd for varying fp. In general, for
very weak fd, most of the particles are pinned resulting
in < v >& 0. In the opposite limit of large fd (> fp), all
the particles are depinned, and < v >∝ fd. The
intermediate range of fd (0 < fd < fp) exhibits rich
dynamics. Depending on fp, < v > −fd curves acquire
well-distinguished parts (Fig. 1) indicative of different
dynamical regimes. In the Supplemental Material
(Sec. VIII), examples of snapshots are presented
illustrating various dynamical regimes and transitions
(crossovers) between them.
Below we present our results for specific pinning
regimes and the following interaction parameters:
rc = 2.4 and b = 1.1, the particle density
n = N/L2 = 0.0139, where N = 2000 is the total
number of particles in the simulation cell, and the
density of random pinning np = n. Note that static
configurations for these parameters are labyrinths6.
FIG. 1: The average velocity < v > versus the driving force
fd for different strength of pinning force fp = (a) 0.1; (b)
0.7. For weak pinning, there are two dynamical regimes. For
stronger pinning (b), the curve has an “S-like” shape, which
exhibits three dynamical regimes.
FIG. 2: Dynamical patterns for fp = 0.1 and fd = (a) 0.014;
(b) 0.07. The mobile (pinned) particles are shown by blue
(red) dots. As fd increases, the dynamical pattern changes
from partially pinned labyrinths (a) to moving clusters (b).
A. Weak pinning
Very weak pinning with strength (fp ∼ 0.1), which is
comparable to the elastic force due to the inter-particle
interaction, is insufficient to destroy the static
morphology. Therefore, for weak driving (fd < 0.03),
particles only flow inside the labyrinths (Fig. 2(a))
(these are unpinned partcles which are trapped by the
pinned neighbors, i.e., “collectively pinned”) resulting
in very small < v > (Fig. 1(a)). For fd larger than some
threshold (e.g., fd = 0.038), most of the particles depin,
although fd  fp. This collective depinning occurs as
follows: parts of the labyrinths depin and form small
clusters which repin again if driving is weak. For
stronger driving, they merge with pinned parts and
depin them, leaving only a few individually pinned
particles (see Fig. 2(b)). As a result, the number of
mobile particles increases with time, until most of them
are depinned.
1. The optimal cluster size
Merging of small clusters is not the only mechanism
of increasing the cluster size. Strikingly, they can also
3FIG. 3: Evaporation of a small cluster (marked by black
dotted line) following a large cluster (moving from the left
to the right) for fd = 0.062, fp = 0.1, and (a) t = 1900∆t;
(b) 2500∆t.
“grow” by collecting individual particles generated by
“evaporating” small clusters.
To understand this effect, we explore the analogy
between a cluster moving on a pinning landscape and a
droplet of water moving on a prewetted substrate57,58.
The size of the droplet increases if the substrate is
over-wetted, and vice versa: the size of the droplet
decreases if the substrate is dry. Therefore, there exists
a critical wettability when the droplet keeps its size.
Translating this to the language of our system, larger
clusters have larger attraction to their tail particles.
Therefore, the critical “wettability” of large clusters is
smaller than that of small ones. Now, considering a
small cluster following a large one, the substrate passed
by the large cluster is always dry for the small cluster.
Thus, the small cluster evaporates and leaves an
over-wetted substrate for the large clusters.
Fig. 3 illustrates the evolution of a small cluster
following a large cluster. The small cluster remains
stable until the cluster in front of it becomes large
enough (Fig. 3(a)). Then the small cluster gradually
loses its particles (see Fig. 3(b)), and finally disappears.
As a result, a steady state is formed when all the
clusters are large and well separated.
B. Intermediate pinning
For the pinning force fp larger than the strength of
the typical inter-particle interaction force
(0.3 ≤ fp ≤ 0.7), the pre-existed patterns are destroyed.
There are three dynamical regimes in case of
intermediate pinning strength (Fig. 1(b)). In regime I,
the pinning force is larger than the elastic force due to
the inter-particle interaction, while the driving force is
smaller. Therefore, part of the labyrinths can still exist,
i.e., in the form of deformed small clusters.
FIG. 4: Dynamical patterns for fp = 0.5 and fd = (a) 0.21;
(b) 0.39; (c) 0.43; (d) 0.49. Red (blue) dots stand for mobile
(pinned) particles.
A stronger driving force fd can overcome the elastic
force between particles and the pinning force, resulting
in more mobile particles, which increases < v >.
Further increase of fd increases the density of mobile
particles, until all the particles are depinned (regime II).
In turn, this regime can be divided into three
sub-regimes: (i) fd is just above the elastic force: the
resulted dynamical patterns are disordered (Fig. 8(a));
(ii) stronger fd: the mobile particles form clusters
(Fig. 8(b)) which elongate in the direction of driving
(i.e., for rc > 2.3, see Ref.
6) when the “head” and “tail”
of a cluster move with different velocity because of the
different “friction” due to the pinning (note that the
motion in the medium, without pinning, is overdamped,
while the additional “friction” is related to the
pinning); (iii) even larger fd: the elongated clusters
connect to each other, which restores a continuous
particle flow (Fig. 8(c)).
Although the stripe formation has been found in
many physical systems, e.g., driven vortices6,37,40,52, 2D
electrons2,3,51 and systems with shoulder potential59,
the stripe formation and orientation in our case is
different. In those studies, the inter-particle interaction
for long distance was repulsive, which prevented the
stripes from merging and arranged them parallel. In
contrast, here the weak attractive tail leads to the
accumulation of single mobile particles but is not
sufficient for merging the stripes locked by the random
pinning. As a consequence, the stripes have varying
width and inter-stripe distance, in contrast to the ones
resulting from a purely repulsive tail 2.
Finally, for fd > fp, all the particles are depinned, the
4FIG. 5: Stripes in fast sliding dynamical regimes. (a)
longitudinal stripes for rc = 2.5, fp = 1.7, and fd = 1.8275;
(b) transverse stripes for rc = 2.3, fp = 1.7, and fd = 2.465.
clusters or stripes are not oriented (Fig. 8(d)), and < v >
increases linearly versus fd (regime III)
28–30.
C. Strong pinning: Formation of transverse stripes
For sufficiently strong pinning (fp ≥ 0.9), even a small
number of pinning sites destroy the pattern structure. As
a result, for a broad range of fd, the dynamical patterns
are disordered. Moving clusters are formed when fd is
very close to the depinning threshold: fd . fp.
For the so-called “fast sliding regime”, when fd > fp,
the random pinning has the same impact on the moving
patterns as the thermal Langevin force21. Strong
pinning orients the sliding triangular lattice in the
longitudinal direction (Fig. 5(a)), i.e., particles move in
static channels which were found for moving elastic
lattices with disorder 23. Once these channels are
formed, there are energy barriers for transverse motion,
i.e., the motion along the longitudinal channels is
locked. These transverse energy barriers can be
overcome by a weak bias force, e.g., a weak external
driving in the transverse direction.
We use the paradigm of static channels to explain a
very unusual behavior revealed for rc . 2.3: the
formation of striking transversal stripes (see Fig. 5(b)).
To understand this unusual behavior, recall that in the
absence of pinning, particles try to form, due to the
attraction force, circular clusters for this value of rc
6.
The aggregation due to the inter-particle attraction, in
principle, overcomes the elongation of clusters due to
the formation of static channels. However, the latter
process is much faster than the former one, and as a
result, for strong enough driving, the clusters turn out
to be dynamically locked by the static channels.
Merging clusters still tend to acquire circular shape, but
due to the existing transverse barriers, they become
“stretched” along the transverse direction, thus
resulting in the observed transverse stripes (Fig. 5(b)).
FIG. 6: Schematic dynamical phase diagram in the plane fp
versus fd.
FIG. 7: The derivative of the average velocity dv/dfd (solid
red line and circles) and of the number of mobile particles
dn/df (dashed blue line and stars) vs. fd, for fp = (a) 0.3;
(b) 0.9.
IV. PHASE DIAGRAM
The dynamical phase diagram in the plane of
“pinning strength fp versus driving force fd” is shown
in Fig. 6. The pinned state is formed when the driving
force is extremely small, i.e., insufficient to destroy the
patterns. The depinned state corresponds to large
driving forces. Note that due to collective depinning,
assisted by the elastic force between the particles, the
actual threshold is smaller than the maximum pinning
force (dashed line). For weak pinning, there are two
dynamical regimes: pinned clusters (labyrinths) with
particle flow inside the labyrinth (Fig. 2(a)) and
depinned clusters (Fig. 2(b)) or stripes. For
intermediate pinning we distinguish: (i) “pinned
clusters with chains-like flow”; (ii) “intermediate
regime” including chains-like flow with a background of
disordered pinned particles (Fig. 8(a)), reordered
depinned clusters (Fig. 8(b)), and oriented stripes
(Fig. 8(c)); and (iii) “depinned elastic flow” (Fig. 8(d)).
With increasing fp, the driving range for the formation
of depinned clusters and stripes becomes very narrow.
5A. Peak effect
To analyze the curvature of the < v > −fd-curve
(Fig. 1), we take the derivative d < v > /dfd and find
that each curve displays two main peaks (Fig. 7). With
increasing fd, there are two contributions to < v >: the
varying number of mobile particles and the increasing
particle velocity. The nonlinear behavior of
d < v > /dfd is due to the former contribution. The
variation of the number of mobile particles, nm = v/fd,
is: dnm/dfd = (dv/dfd)f
−1
d − vf−2d . As shown in Fig. 7,
dnm/dfd also has two peaks, which are related to the
peaks in dv/df . The two-peak structure in dnm/dfd
(and d < v > /dfd) is explained as follows. The first
peak (fd ≈ 0.5fp): when fd increases, it depins more
particles resulting in the growth of dnm, then the
number of pinned particles decreases. The second peak
appears when fd reaches the depinning threshold.
The distinct dynamical patterns can also be
characterized by other “dynamical order parameters”
(for static patterns, see Ref.6). The transitions
(crossovers) between the dynamical patterns are
observed as features in these order parameters, such as
the velocity distribution and the surface-area-to-volume
ratio. (Note that the transitions between the different
dynamical phases are rather smooth, although the
different phases are well-distinguished as peaks in the
corresponding order parameters.)
B. Velocity distribution
In Fig. 8, we plot the dynamical patterns and the
corresponding velocity distributions for pinning
strength fp = 0.5. For driving force fd < 0.21 (see
Fig. 8(a)), there is only one peak positioned at 0 in the
plot “probability p(v) versus velocity v”. This
corresponds to the state when all particles are pinned.
The second peak, which starts to develop as a weak
feature at applied driving fd ≥ 0.21, corresponds to the
situation when the mobilized (depinned) particles start
to form clusters (see Figs. 8(b)). Further increasing fd,
clearly leads to the formation of clusters, which
strengthens the second peak. Simultaneously, the first
peak weakens (see Figs. 8(c)). The two-peak structure
shown in Figs. 8(c) corresponds to moving clusters
(second peak) and pinned ones (first peak).
Stripes are formed when the second peak is strong
enough, i.e., enough mobilized (unpinned) particles are
generated to form stripes (see Figs. 8(d)). Finally, when
fd > fp, all the particles are mobilized. As a result, the
first peak disappears, and the second peak shifts
towards higher values indicating that all the particles
participate in the motion, with the same velocity.
FIG. 8: Left panel: Dynamical patterns for pinning strength
fp = 0.5 and driving force fd = (a)0.13; (b)0.21; (c)0.39;
(d)0.43; (e)0.49. The mobile particles are shown by blue
(grey) dots, while the pinned or collectively pinnned particles
are shown by red (black) dots. Right panel: Corresponding
velocity distributions p(v).
6C. Surface-area-to-volume ratio
In Fig. 9, we plot “surface-area-to-volume ratio γsv
versus driving force fd”. (Note that the state with all
the particles pinned is not considered in this section.)
For weak pinning (fp = 0.1), there are only two
dynamical regimes as discussed in the main text (see
Fig. 9(a)). As fd increases, γsv first increases, since the
applied driving destroys the preexisted static patterns,
i.e., labyrinths or clusters. The fast decrease of the
function γsv corresponds to the onset of the collective
depinning of clusters. The saturation region for
fd ≥ 0.074 < fp indicates that the threshold of
collective depinning in this case is much lower than the
pinning force.
For intermediate pinning (0.3 ≤ fp ≤ 0.7), similarly
to the weak pinning case, γsv first increases when
increasing fd (see Figs. 9(b) and (c)). Then γsv rapidly
decreases when mobilized particles start to clustering.
Further increase of fd results, on the one hand, in
depinning of additional individual particles (they are
counted as “surface particles”). On the other hand,
small clusters still can survive for these values of driving
force fd (smaller clusters correspond to larger γsv). As
a result of the competition of these two effects, a weak
plateau (see Figs. 9(b) and (c)) appears in γsv. The
latter effect disappears when all small clusters merge
into stripes, thus γsv start to rapidly decrease again. A
fast drop in γsv appears when fd > fp. The reason is
that in this case, the particles form large clusters which
have much lower γsv than stripes.
For strong pinning case (fp ≥ 0.9), the dynamical
pattern change directly from a disordered flow to
depinned ordered clusters. Thus a fast decay of γsv is
observed when fd is close to fp.
Note that for all the values of pinning fp considered
above, the function γsv has a constant minimum value
(≈ 0.2), when fd > fp, which indicates that they all
share similar states (depinned ordered clusters).
V. CONCLUSIONS
Analyzing the dynamics of patterns formed due to a
short-range non-monotonic interaction, we found,
depending on the strength of the pinning, a variety of
dynamical regimes including: a disordered motion
(when the pre-existed static patterns are destroyed), the
motion of depinned clusters, and the formation of
stripes. Strikingly, the stripes can be either longitudinal
(i.e., formed in the direction of the driving force) or
transverse (i.e., formed in the direction normal to the
driving), depending on the pinning regime: weak or
strong, correspondingly. We also found that, unlike in
the previously studied static case, the motion on a
random substrate dynamically selects the optimal
cluster size. Clusters smaller than this size, lose their
particles due to the effect of friction and finally
“evaporate”, while large clusters collect these individual
particles and grow untill only large enough clusters
remain in the system. The mechanism of this dynamical
size selection effect is similar to the critical wettability
of a water droplet moving on either an over-wetted or a
dry substrate. We found a pronounced double-peak
structure in the variation of the < v > −fd-curve which
is explained by: (i) increasing the number of depinned
particles and the simultaneous decrease of the number
of pinned particles which can be depinned, and (ii)
approaching the depinning threshold for individual
particles.
Our findings can be useful for the analysis of
dynamical pattern formation in various systems with
competing range interaction including colloids, vortices
in superconductors, etc., as well as for the deeper
understanding of wetting phenomena and microscopic
friction. In particular, we believe that the dynamical
patterns, predicted in our work, can be verified in
experiments with driven colloids and with driven
vortices in two-band superconductors such as MgB2.
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VII. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL: PARTICLE
DISTRIBUTIONS
Here we show examples of snapshots illustrating
various dynamical regimes and transitions (crossovers)
between them, for fp = 0.7 and varying driving force fd.
In particular, the crossower from disordered flow to
clusters is shown in Fig. 10, and the crossower from
stripes to clusters is presented in Fig. 11.
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